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Business buyers don’t 
buy your product,

they buy into your approach
to solving their problem
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Today we will talk about …

› What is Thought Leadership?

› Why does it matter to the business?

› IDEA: a guide to marketing your 
Thought Leadership effectively

› Engaging thought leadership

› Discussion and recommendations



Thought Leadership Marketing
Big ideas and POVs on Customer’s issues

+ Sharing
+ Dialog

+ Exchange of Value
= Trusted source
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Thought Leadership sits at the pinnacle 
of content marketing strategy

Source: April  4, 2013 Forrester Report, “Nurture Thought Leadership To Nurture Your Brand”



› True Thought Leadership – the 
market decides…
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Let’s continue to talk about …

› What is Thought Leadership?

› Why does it matter to the business?

› IDEA: a guide to marketing your 
Thought Leadership effectively

› Engaging thought leadership

› Discussion and recommendations



Welcome to the Age of the Customer

Source: October 10, 2013 “Competitive Strategy in the Age of the Customer” report.



Power has shifted from seller to buyer

• Your sales people • Google
• Your web site

• Peers/colleagues
• Experts
• Your customers

• Brand perception • Brand perception
• Features/benefits
• Alternatives

• Brand perception
• Features/benefits
• Prices
• Alternatives
• Comparisons
• Reputations
• Customer opinions
• …

Where buyers 
get information

What buyers 
know before 

seeking sellers

Pre-Web               Web 1.0             Social Web

Information Scarcity

Information OverloadAttention Abundance

Attention Fatigue
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Content explains how you solve problems



Supports new model of buyer engagement

Source:  January 2013 “Embed The Customer Life Cycle Across Marketing” 



Content marketing popularity is on the 
upswing
› 93% of B2B marketers use content marketing

› 73% produce more this year vs. last

› 42% say they are effective at CM

› Goals for CM use:
• Brand awareness = 82%

• Lead generation = 74%

• Customer acquisition = 71%

• Thought leadership = 68%

• Lead mgmt/nurturing = 47%

Source: Velocity Partners, “Crap. The Content Marketing Deluge,” SlideShare, January 10, 
2013 (http://www.slideshare.net/dougkessler/crap-the-content-marketing-deluge

Source: B2B Content Marketing 2014 Benchmarks, Budgets & Trends – North America 
by Content Marketing Institute and MarketingProfs
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Let’s continue to talk about …

› What is Thought Leadership?

› Why does it matter to the business?

› IDEA: a guide to marketing your 
Thought Leadership effectively

› Engaging thought leadership

› Discussion and recommendations



Forrester’s four-step IDEA framework

I
D

Identify your target audience, their issues, and the 
sources of information they trust.

Develop your thought leadership platform: the ideas 
and content that express the company’s positions.

E Engage your audience through a considered mix of 
digital, social, and traditional channels.

A Assess the impact on your business and revise or 
reinvest.

Source: April  4, 2013 Forrester Report, “Nurture Thought Leadership To Nurture Your Brand”
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True thought leadership embodies bold 
attributes

Source: April  4, 2013 Forrester Report, “Nurture Thought Leadership To Nurture Your Brand”
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Make TL platform broad but specific

Big Idea  

Position Position Theme

Position

Position

• A hierarchy of ideas

• Similar to a political platform

• Centered on customer cares



TL delivers real business results

Recognition as expert More inbound inquiries, short lists

Philosophically-aligned 
buyers Faster sales cycles

Differentiation Higher close rates, selling prices

Sharing & WOM Greater reach at lower cost

Emotional connection 
and trust Increased customer loyalty

More valuable to 
customers Higher lifetime value

Understanding of 
customer/market issues

Better product/service fit

Admired in industry Attract and retain top talent

TL helps achieve:           Which results in:
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Let’s continue to talk about …

› What is Thought Leadership?

› Why does it matter to the business?

› IDEA: a guide to marketing your 
Thought Leadership effectively

› Engaging thought leadership

› Discussion and recommendations



Adobe: publishes a dedicated digital 
marketing newsroom

Source: CMO.com (http://www.cmo.com/)



Xerox: changing brand perception via 
healthcare industry newsroom

Source: www.xerox.com, www.healthbizdecoded.com



Kinvey: defining a new product category

Source: http://www.kinvey.com/backend-
as-a-service 

Source: http://www.kinvey.com/backend-as-a-service  



Gartner: Imitation is sincerest form of 
flattery

Source:  http://www.gartner.com/technology/research/digital-marketing/transit-map.jsp?prm=gml-tm-a



KPMG: tracking global perspectives

Source: World Economic Forum Live (http://weflive.com/)



O-I: Engages in socially significant issues



TEDMED: tackling difficult health issues

Source: TEDMED (http://www.tedmed.com/)
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› Focus on customer issues: relevant and 
provocative

› Create conversation

› Foster company-wide commitment

› Support an ongoing editorial cycle

› Achieve business results

Value exchange: benefits the business
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› Focus in on one key audience to start

› Develop your “platform”

› Collaboratively select thought leading contributors

› Decide what to share without expectation of return

› Create – and continue – conversations

Use the IDEA framework to guide TL
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Questions?



Thank you
Laura Ramos
+1 650-581-3812
lramos@forrester.com
Twitter: @lauraramos
Blog: http://blogs.forrester.com/laura_ramos
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